
it’s raining cats and dogs

meaning: it’s raining heavily
alt: x

spa: it’s even raining husbands / Estan lloviendo hasta maridos
fre: it’s raining frogs / I’ll pleut des grenouilles
ger: it’s raining strings / Es regnet Bindfäden
ita: it’s raining like from basins / piove a catinelle
jap: (doshaburi de aru) / earth and sand are falling
ara: Kab Min ‘Ind el Rab / It’s pouring from heaven

story: Once upon a time, Peter Pan met a lovely girl named Poppy. 
Poppy owned a pet store with her family, and Peter liked to play 
with all her cats and dogs. Tinkerbell, seeing how happy Peter and 
Poppy were, got jealous of their friendship and decided to play a 
prank on Poppy. One night, she snuck into the pet store, and put 
pixie dust on all the cats and dogs. They floated up, up, up, and 
when Poppy came in to the store, all her pets were high up in the 
sky above the pet store! If she couldn’t get them down, then no 
one would be able to adopt the cats or dogs. But then it started to 
rain. The rain washed away all the pixie dust, and the cats and dogs 
fell gently back to Earth. From then on, people came far and wide 
to adopt the magical, raining cats and dogs.

a few beers short of a six-pack

meaning: not the smartest person
alt: a sandwich short of a picnic
not the sharpest tack in the drawer
one brick short of a load
a few fish short of a hatstand
not playing with a full deck [of cards]
to have bats in the belfrey
to have kangeroo loose in the top paddock
as crazy as a sack full of ferrets
as nutty as a fruit cake
as mad as a hatter
the lift doesn’t go to the top floor
the lights are on, but nobody’s home
to have a screw loose
not the sharpest knife in the drawer
not hitting on all six cylinders
spa: Más loco que una cabra / un plumero - Crazier than a goat / 
feather duster
fre: avoir une araigneé au plafond - to have a spider on the ceiling
Le franc/euro ne tombe pas vite chez lui
- The Franc/Euro doesn’t fall very quickly for him

ara:x

Once there was a ringmaster named Chekov, who had a traveling 
circus. He fell in love with a beautiful zookeeper named Alex, but 
since Alex couldn’t leave the zoo to travel with Chekov, Chekov 
decided to give control of his traveling circus to his friend, Vladimir. 
But Vladimir was unreliable, and the circus lion got out, ran to the 
zoo to see its family, and accidentally broke the cage in the monkey 
exhibit. The monkeys ran wild and caused chaos, and everyone in 
the zoo went to Chekov, angry, asking him to put things back in 
order. But Chekov just shrugged, said “Nothing I can do. This is not 
my circus, not my monkeys.”

to call a spade a spade

mean: to call it as it is
alt: if it walks/talks like a duck…
as plain as day

spa: lo que me suena, me suena. / it sounds to me as it sounds
“Llamar al pan, pan y al vino, vino”--”to call bread breadand wine 
wine.”
fre: appeler un chat un chat¹ (to call a cat a cat)
ita: Non ha peli sulla lingua. / to not have hair on his/her tongue
ger: das Kind beim Namen nennen / to call the kid by its name
ara: arabic / to call the one-eyed man one-eyed
jap: 

Once, four friends were playing poker. Their fifth friend, Jimmy, 
asked to join them, so they said “Sure! Ante up.” A few rounds lat-
er, they realized that Jimmy was very, very bad at poker. It seemed 
like he didn’t know how to play at all! He kept mixing up all the 
suits of the cards, calling hearts ‘petals’ and clubs ‘clovers’ and 
diamonds ‘stars’ and spades ‘shovels’. Finally, they got fed up with 
Jimmy saying everything wrong, so Bob, the oldest, said “Wouldja 
stop already, Jimmy! You’re confusing everyone. Just call a spade a 
spade!”

ger: Nicht auf jedem Speicher brennt (ein) Licht
There’s not a light on in every attic
ita: Non avere tutti i venerdì
to be lacking some Fridays
jap: x
ara: x
story: Once, a bunch of college students were hanging out when 
tragedy struck: they ran out of beer. They pulled straws and made 
Todd go to the store to get a couple of six-packs. But when Todd 
came back with the six-packs, there were only four beers in each 
pack. “Todd, what the hell? Where’s the rest of the beer?” they all 
asked. Their other friend, Nick, walked in and said “Didn’t you guys 
know? Todd always drinks the beer he buys right away, so when he 
gets back, he’s a few beers short of a six pack.”

 when pigs fly

mean: something very unlikely to happen; something impossible
alt: when hell freezes over

spa: cuando las vacas vuelen / when cows fly
fre:à la Saint-Glinglin (on Saint Glinglin’s day
ger:  Wenn Schweine fliegen können! pigs fly
ita: x
jap: x
ara: (arabic words) / when the apricots bloom

Once, there was a horse named Shelly whose only dream was to 
fly. But no matter how fast Shelly ran, she could never lift off the 
ground. Pinky the pig laughed at her, snorting “Horses can’t fly!” 
Then, Shelly met a man who wore a very large hat. The man put a 
loop of rope around her, and took Shelly to a strange place where 
the ground was very hard and smooth. He put Shelly in a large met-
al container, which rumbled and rumbled, and when Shelly looked 
out the window, she realized she was high, high up in the air. She 
was flying! She neighed in happiness, braying “Look at me now, 
Pinky! The next time you make fun of me will be when pigs fly!”

 not my circus, not my monkey

mean: not my problem
alt: i’ve got bigger fish to fry

spa: x
fre: avoir d’autres chats à fouetter¹ / to have other cats to whip
pol: Nie mój cyrk, nie moje malpy
ita:x
jap:ki ni iranai] not be bothered by.



What is the purpose of the site?
To provide information about the various idioms of the English language, and 
other
languages they may exist in.

What content is available?
The idioms themselves are available, as well as sources online compiled by me
regarding background, other languages, and other information.

What content will be created and by whom?
I will create the images to illustrate the images, as well as small icons for lan-
guages and
other information, as needed.

How often will content change?
Content will only change as new idioms are added, so it depends upon the mak-
er of the
website.

Formats of content:
text
photos
(possible) audio

Types of content:
custom

What are you competing for?
The most amount of information available.

Do you have any competitors?
A few, but they are varied and small.
http://omniglot.com

There is some white space on the page—it’s just white space, on the sides?
If you mean gaps in information, then yes, only certain sites carry certain idi-
oms, and there isn’t
much information available for each.

What will I do different than my competitor?
Well for one, I’ll have a design that isn’t awful.

How would you describe your users? How will you learn about them?

My users are people interested in the English language, or perhaps even people 
who have heard the idioms used in sentences, and wanted to know more about 
them. They will be either native English speakers with a passion for language, as 
I am, or second-language English speakers who wish to learn a little more about 
how English as a language works.
I hope to learn about them through the ways in which they use my site, and 
others like it, to enhance their language skills or even just expand on their world 
and have a little bit of fun doing it. I want to know their experiences with idi-
oms—new idioms are being created every day, as the language keeps evolving, 
and I want to be able to evolve with it.

Eddie Redmayne, who is an adorable 33-year-old actor and won an Oscar last 
night, is looking up some information about the English language and, in par-
ticular, idioms. He’s researching for a role, or for possible future roles, since 
language skills are such an important part of acting, and he stumbles across my 
idiom site. He looks through the idioms on this site—a good portion of them 
he’s heard before, but there are a few that are only common in America, and not 
as much in England, where he’s from. Knowing that he may be required to play 
an American one day, he learns these idioms, so that he may use them to bolster 
his characters. He also looks at idioms that are not as common in English, but 
which translate in a relatively easy way into the language, and considers them as 
possible additions to his repertoire, should the film he’s working on ever require 
a little ad-lib or impromptu script-writing. Using “not my circus, not my mon-
key” in his next audition will surely land him the part.
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360 Degrees of Idioms
it’s raining cats and dogs

Once upon a time, Peter Pan met 
a lovely girl named Poppy. Poppy 
owned a pet store with her family, 
and Peter liked to play with all her 
cats and dogs. Tinkerbell, seeing how 
happy Peter and Poppy were, got 
jealous of their friendship and decid-
ed to play a prank on Poppy. One 
night, she snuck into the pet store, 
and put pixie dust on all the cats and 
dogs. They floated up, up, up, and 
when Poppy came in to the store, 
all her pets were high up in the sky 
above the pet store! If she couldn’t 
get them down, then no one would 
be able to adopt the cats or dogs. 
But then it started to rain. The rain 
washed away all the pixie dust, and 
the cats and dogs fell gently back to 
Earth. From then on, people came 
far and wide to adopt the magical, 
raining cats and dogs.
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it’s raining cats and dogs

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
It’s raining heavily

SPANISH:
it’s even raining husbands / Estan lloviendo hasta maridos

FRENCH:
it’s raining frogs / I’ll pleut des grenouilles

GERMAN:
it’s raining strings / Es regnet Bindfäden

ITALIAN:
it’s raining like from basins / piove a catinelle

JAPANESE:
(doshaburi de aru) / earth and sand are falling

ARABIC:
Kab Min ‘Ind el Rab / It’s pouring from heaven

STORY:
Once upon a time, Peter Pan met a lovely girl named Pop-
py. Poppy owned a pet store with her family, and Peter 
liked to play with all her cats and dogs. Tinkerbell, seeing 
how happy Peter and Poppy were, got jealous of their 
friendship and decided to play a prank on Poppy. One 
night, she snuck into the pet store, and put pixie dust on 

all the cats and dogs. They floated up, up, up, and when 
Poppy came in to the store, all her pets were high up in 
the sky above the pet store! If she couldn’t get them down, 
then no one would be able to adopt the cats or dogs. But 
then it started to rain. The rain washed away all the pixie 
dust, and the cats and dogs fell gently back to Earth. From 
then on, people came far and wide to adopt the magical, 
raining cats and dogs.

a few beers short of a six-pack

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
not the smartest person

ALTERNATES:
a sandwich short of a picnic
not the sharpest tack in the drawer
a few fish short of a hatstand
not playing with a full deck [of cards]
to have bats in the belfrey
to have kangeroo loose in the top paddock
as crazy as a sack full of ferrets
as nutty as a fruit cake
as mad as a hatter
the lift doesn’t go to the top floor
the lights are on, but nobody’s home
to have a screw loose
not the sharpest knife in the drawer
not hitting on all six cylinders



SPANISH:
Más loco que una cabra / un plumero - Crazier than a 
goat / feather duster

FRENCH:
avoir une araigneé au plafond - to have a spider on the 
ceiling
Le franc/euro ne tombe pas vite chez lui
- The Franc/Euro doesn’t fall very quickly for him

GERMAN:
Nicht auf jedem Speicher brennt (ein) Licht
There’s not a light on in every attic

ITALIAN:
Non avere tutti i venerdì
to be lacking some Fridays

STORY:
Once, a bunch of college students were hanging out when 
tragedy struck: they ran out of beer. They pulled straws 
and made Todd go to the store to get a couple of six-
packs. But when Todd came back with the six-packs, there 
were only four beers in each pack. “Todd, what the hell? 
Where’s the rest of the beer?” they all asked. Their other 
friend, Nick, walked in and said “Didn’t you guys know? 
Todd always drinks the beer he buys right away, so when 
he gets back, he’s a few beers short of a six pack.”

when pigs fly

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
something very unlikely to happen; something impossible

ALTERNATES:
when hell freezes over

SPANISH:
cuando las vacas vuelen / when cows fly

FRENCH:
à la Saint-Glinglin (on Saint Glinglin’s day

GERMAN:
Wenn Schweine fliegen können! pigs fly

ARABIC:
(arabic words) / when the apricots bloom

STORY:
Once, there was a horse named Shelly whose only dream 
was to fly. But no matter how fast Shelly ran, she could 
never lift off the ground. Pinky the pig laughed at her, 
snorting “Horses can’t fly!” Then, Shelly met a man who 
wore a very large hat. The man put a loop of rope around 
her, and took Shelly to a strange place where the ground 
was very hard and smooth. He put Shelly in a large metal 
container, which rumbled and rumbled, and when Shelly 
looked out the window, she realized she was high, high up 



in the air. She was flying! She neighed in happiness, bray-
ing “Look at me now, Pinky! The next time you make fun 
of me will be when pigs fly!”

not my circus, not my monkey

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
not my problem / i won’t concern myself with this

ALTERNATES:
i’ve got bigger fish to fry

FRENCH:
avoir d’autres chats à fouetter¹ / to have other cats to whip

POLISH:
Nie mój cyrk, nie moje malpy

JAPANESE:
ki ni iranai / not be bothered by.

STORY:
Once there was a ringmaster named Chekov, who had a 
traveling circus. He fell in love with a beautiful zookeeper 
named Alex, but since Alex couldn’t leave the zoo to travel 
with Chekov, Chekov decided to give control of his trav-
eling circus to his friend, Vladimir. But Vladimir was unre-
liable, and the circus lion got out, ran to the zoo to see its 
family, and accidentally broke the cage in the monkey ex-

hibit. The monkeys ran wild and caused chaos, and every-
one in the zoo went to Chekov, angry, asking him to put 
things back in order. But Chekov just shrugged, said “Noth-
ing I can do. This is not my circus, not my monkeys.”

to call a spade a spade

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
to call it as it is

ALTERNATES:
if it walks/talks like a duck
as plain as day

SPANISH:
lo que me suena, me suena. / it sounds to me as it sounds
“Llamar al pan, pan y al vino, vino”--”to call bread 
breadand wine wine.”

FRENCH:
appeler un chat un chat¹ (to call a cat a cat)

ITALIAN:
Non ha peli sulla lingua. / to not have hair on his/her 
tongue

GERMAN:
das Kind beim Namen nennen / to call the kid by its name

ARABIC:



arabic / to call the one-eyed man one-eyed

STORY:
Once, four friends were playing poker. Their fifth friend, 
Jimmy, asked to join them, so they said “Sure! Ante up.” A 
few rounds later, they realized that Jimmy was very, very 
bad at poker. It seemed like he didn’t know how to play 
at all! He kept mixing up all the suits of the cards, calling 
hearts ‘petals’ and clubs ‘clovers’ and diamonds ‘stars’ and 
spades ‘shovels’. Finally, they got fed up with Jimmy say-
ing everything wrong, so Bob, the oldest, said “Wouldja 
stop already, Jimmy! You’re confusing everyone. Just call a 
spade a spade!”



workflow study

GUIDE:
The user will see the main page graphic and description for 
the idioms, as well as a list of the idioms they can choose 
from. Hopefully one idiom will spark interest, and they’ll 
click on it.

MOTIVATE: 
The user will click on the link because they’ll be amused by 
the idioms and want to learn a little more—especially for 
ones they haven’t heard.

ENGAGE:
The adorable graphics and easy, simple design will keep 
them interested in learning about the other idioms, as well 
as the little stories providing entertainment.

ELEMENTS:
header: 
360 Degrees of Idioms
images:
1 little graphic for each idiom

text:
idioms in other languages and their literal translations
meaning of the idiom
story to go with the idiom
alternate versions of the idiom

features:
clickable language info so they don’t see it all at once, they 
get to choose which language
buttons for them to click
lots of buttons

navigation:
links on the sidebar
link to the home page by clicking on the header
javascript popups on buttons on the right (for languages)
footer
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raining cats and dogs

Once upon a time, Peter Pan met a lovely girl named Poppy. 
Poppy owned a pet store with her family, and Peter liked to 
play with all her cats and dogs. Tinkerbell, seeing how hap-
py Peter and Poppy were, got jealous of their friendship and 
decided to play a prank on Poppy. One night, she snuck into 
the pet store, and put pixie dust on all the cats and dogs. 
They floated up, up, up, and when Poppy came in to the 
store, all her pets were high up in the sky above the pet 
store! If she couldn’t get them down, then no one would be 
able to adopt the cats or dogs. But then it started to rain. The 
rain washed away all the pixie dust, and the cats and dogs 
fell gently back to Earth. From then on, people came far and 
wide to adopt the magical, raining cats and dogs.
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designs

Hierarchy:

1. idiom itself

2. image

3. title

4. story

5. meaning / alts

6. languages

7. navigation

8. footer
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usability testing

WHAT CONCLUSIONS CAN YOU FORM FROM YOUR NOTES?
the navigation needs to be much clearer. the switching confuses people and doesn’t help guide them.

WHAT IMPROVEMENTS CAN BE MADE TO YOUR SITE?
have all the icons always available. also indicate which site you’re currently on. make it fit within the color palette but don’t 
overwhelm—it’s not the most important part.

heuristic analysis

ARE YOUR RATINGS LOW IN ANY PARTICULAR AREAS?
yes, particularly with anything involving the navigation.

WHAT CAUSED THE PROBLEM?
the switching navigation and the seeming shift in order

HOW CAN THE SITE BE CHANGED TO MAKE IT WORK BETTER?
keep everything on the page at all times, don’t change the navigation too much. also tell people where they are in case they 
need to get back.

WAS THE USER-EXPERIENCED DESIGNER GUIDED, MOTIVATED AND ENGAGED AS YOU IN-
TENDED? IF NOT, HOW CAN YOU IMPROVE THIS?
all signs point to yes as far as motivation and engagement, but the navigation should clear up the “guided” part. my site is 
meant to be, in part, self-guided, in the sense that there’s no particular order to the idioms. however it should still make them 
want to continue to other idioms.


